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Abstract— Automation of plant recognition is an important 

process for the fields working with plants. This presents an 

approach for plant recognition using Vegetable images. In 

this study, the proponents demonstrated the development of 

the system that gives users the ability to identify vegetables 

based on photographs of the leaves taken with a high 

definition camera. The output parameters are used to compute 

well documented metrics for the statistical and shape. Base 

on the study, the following conclusion are drawn: The system 

can extract the physical parameters from the Vegetable image 

that will be used in identifying Vegetables. The aim is to build 

an accurate, fast and reliable vegetable detection system. 

From the extracted Vegetable parameters, the system 

provides the statistical analysis and general information of the 

identified Vegetable. At the heart of this system is a 

modernize process of identification, so as to automate the 

way of identifying the vegetable plants through Vegetable 

image and digital image processing. The system used the 

Gabor Filter, Edge Detection, RGB Color and Gray scale 

Image to acquire the physical parameter of the leaves. 

Key words: Vegetable Recognition, Gabor Filter; Edge 

Detection, RGB Color, Gray Scale Image, Deep 

Convolutional Neural Network, Multi-Modal, Rapid 

Training; Real-Time Performance 

I. INTRODUCTION 

By giving a vision to computer, vegetables plants have 

become an important source of energy and source. A 

Vegetable Recognition using Matlab is to create an 

Informative Vegetable’s Recognition using Matlab to help 

the farmers, botanist and Agricultural Researchers in 

identifying a vegetable and its common details in a 

convenient and reliable way. For the specific objectives, 

researchers came up with the following: to analyze the phases 

of which the image Vegetable undergo; to design Vegetable 

Recognition that can determine the vegetables identity 

through their Leaves; to code a Vegetable Recognition using 

MATLAB as the primary language; to test the program to 

calculate the accuracy and reliability of the system; and to 

implement a system that may help student researchers. This 

study covers computerized identification of a Vegetable of 

Vegetables only. To be specific, the captured image of a 

Vegetable will undergo through image processing in the 

propose system and in few seconds, it gives the result of what 

kind of vegetable is the Vegetable. Part of the result would 

also consist of the vegetables’ Common name, Description, 

Fertilization, Cultivation and Weeding, Irrigation, Harvesting 

and Land Preparation. For the limitation, the Vegetable 

Recognition may have difficulty in recognizing an image 

where position and angle of the image is not fixing with the 

set of criteria in taking the photo. And there is a chance that 

the program will not able to recognize a Vegetable that has a 

damage part. Also, the study focuses only to the limited 

number of vegetables. This study presented by the researchers 

to benefit the Botanist and Agricultural Researchers even 

ordinary people in recognizing a vegetable through an image 

of its Vegetable  in an easier and an efficient way and future 

researchers in their own academic works and can contribute 

in the developing their own system. The study is also open 

for development. 

In this work, we present a rapid training (about 2 h 

on a K40 GPU) and real-time fruit detection system based on 

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) that can 

generalize well to various tasks with pre-trained parameters. 

It can be also easily adapted to different types of fruits with a 

minimum number of training images. In addition, we 

introduce approaches that combine multiple modalities of 

information (color and near-infrared images) with early and 

late fusion. 

 
Fig. 1: Artificial Neural Network Structure 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are new 

approaches that follow a different way from traditional 

computing methods to solve problems. Since conventional 

computers use algorithmic approach, if the specific steps that 

the computer needs to follow are not known, the computer 

cannot solve the problem. That means, traditional computing 

methods can only solve the problems that we have already 

understood and knew how to solve. However, ANNs are, in 

some way, much more powerful because they can solve 

problems that we do not exactly know how to solve. 

It is a supervised learning mode worked based on 

gradient descent in error that propagates classification errors 

back through network and uses the errors to updates the 

features (Kumar, 2005). The structure of BPNN contains 

three layers: input, hidden, and output layers as shown. It 

possesses the following advantages over other statistical pat-

tern recognition techniques.  

It has ability to handle a large quantity of heterogeneous data 

with great flexibility.  

 It learns by example the intrinsic relationship.  

 It is more fault-tolerant than conventional computational 

techniques  

 It needs less domain-related knowledge of specific 

application 

Neural network models can be viewed as simple 

mathematical models defining a function f : X → Y 

Sometimes models are intimately associated with a particular 
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learning rule. A common use of the phrase "ANN model" is 

really the definition of a class of such functions (where 

members of the class are obtained by varying parameters, 

connection weights, or specifics of the architecture such as 

the number of neurons or their connectivity). 

Mathematically, a neuron's network function f(x) is 

defined as a composition of other functions g i (x), that can 

further be decomposed into other functions. This can be 

conveniently represented as a network structure, with arrows 

depicting the dependencies between functions. A widely used 

type of composition is the nonlinear weighted sum, where f ( 

x ) = K ( ∑ i w i g i ( x ) ), such as the hyperbolic tangent or 

sigmoid function or softmax function or rectifier function. 

The important characteristic of the activation function is that 

it provides a smooth transition as input values change, i.e. a 

small change in input produces a small change in output. The 

following refers to a collection of functions. 

 
Fig. 2: Methodology Learning and Recognition 

A. Vegetable Classification Based On Shape 

Shape modeling is the foundation for object recognition 

under change of pose, deformation, and varying lighting 

conditions. Shape based classification of fruits takes care of 

various features like area, perimeter, major axis length and 

minor axis length. 

B. Vegetable Classification Based On Color 

An image generally consist of RGB components (red, green 

and blue) represents three planes M*N*3. Fruits classified on 

color bases consist of these three color space RGB. 

C. Vegetable Classification Based On Texture 

Texture is calculated by the outer part of an object which 

measures the roughness, coarseness and smoothness. Texture 

is classified by the spatial distribution of gray levels in a 

neighborhood. 

D. Neural network 

Neural network is classifier that classifies the output based on 

the input data provided in it at the time of training. There are 

other classifiers that can be used for the classification purpose 

of support vector machines, like Bayers classifier etc. but the 

neural network is best suited for the identification of pattern.  

A typical Back Propagation ANN is as depicted 

below. The black nodes (on the extreme left) are the initial 

inputs. Training such a network involves two phases. In the 

first phase, the inputs are propagated forward to compute the 

outputs for each output node. Then, each of these outputs are 

subtracted from its desired output, causing an error [an error 

for each output node]. In the second phase, each of these 

output errors is passed backward and the weights are fixed. 

These two phases is continued until the sum of [square of 

output errors] reaches an acceptable value. 

 
Table 1: Overview of Various Soft Computing Models 

The real beauty of this ANN recognition is to prove 

why the use of deep convolutional neural network works well 

for the object detection task; we present some level of visual 

proofs that the neural networks can capture significant 

features discriminatively. It is the visualization of the first 

convolutional layer of the color VGG-16 network. This 

model is designed to use of 3 × 3 convolutional kernels 

(mask) and a 2 × 2 pooling mask from the beginning to the 

end of 13 convolutional nets. It can be observed that filters 

have reddish and greenish colors that correspond to red and 

green sweet peppers. Other filters represent edge filters in 

varying orientations. The input data layer and one of feature 

maps from conventional layer. It can be seen that the regions 

for sweet red peppers (cyan boxes) are strongly activated, and 

this is highly useful for RPN and further classification 

process. The key contributions of this model (VGG-16) are in 

demonstrating that the depth of the network plays significant 

roles for proper detection performance, and despite its 

slightly inferior classification power, its features generated 

from the network architectures outperform other state-of-the 

art networks. It is, therefore, the most popular choice at the 

time of writing this article in the computer vision and 

machine learning communities for the front-end feature 

extraction module. Faster R-CNN also makes use of these 

feature maps as the guidance for where to look. 

II. HARDWARE COMPONENTS AND SOFTWARE USED 

An integrated image processing model to automate the 

inspection of areca nuts to identify and grade damaged crop 

according to either insects or diseases defect. Image 

acquisition and processing were performed with three color 
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features, one spot region (SR) and 6-geometric features 

extracted with region of interest identified. Normalization 

were applied which reduces the input parameters to value 

between zero and one, whereas the output was categorized 

into good, bad and excellent. MATLAB was used to execute 

the back propagation (BPP) algorithm with random selected 

images applied to test the model. Classification accuracy 

forbad, good and excellent grades are 91.8, 89.1 and 91.7% 

respectively. 

An image is analyzed as it is clicked. Then the user 

is given tools to discard that he considers noise. The image 

acquisition is done using a digital camera and it is loaded. An 

image of the fruit is captured by using any digital camera or 

any mobile phone camera, an image is captured. 

Basically the images which are obtained during 

image acquisition may not be directly suitable for 

identification and classification purposes because of some 

factors, such as noise, weather conditions, and poor resolution 

of an images and unwanted background etc. We tried to adopt 

the established techniques and study their performances.  

The steps involved in pre-processing are  

1) Input image  

2) Converting RGB to gray  

3) Converting gray to binary  

4) Filtering  

Various efforts have been previously made by scholars 

for automated quality testing and grading of fruits, 

vegetables, grains using non-destructive techniques based on 

computer vision. Unary et al. proposed a method for quality 

classification and defect detection of fruit apple using MLP-

Neural Networks. The main idea behind this project was to 

extract color, texture and wavelet features from apple images. 

Then principal components analysis was applied on the 

extracted features and some prelude performance tests were 

done with single and multilayer perceptions 

A. Hardware Elements 

 Processing block: AVR family atmega 168,it‟s a 28 pin 

ic,16kb flash memory,8 bit processor, 14 digital IP/OP 

port, 6 analog IP/OP port, 16 MHz clock frequency, 1 

UART,  

 Basic circuit elements: power source, clock, reset, 

timers, memory, glue circuit for the elements linking and 

interfaces  

 Keypad, LCD display matrix or touch screen  

 IO communication elements: buses (serial and parallel), 

interfaces for network interface, ADC, DAC, pulse 

dialer, modem, Bluetooth, 802.11, as per the application 

2.2.5 Interrupt Handler 2.2.6 Output block: servomotors 

are used for sorting. They give accurate angle movement, 

it receives pwm signal.  

B. Software Elements   

Arduino compiler……controller program  

Dock light……………… hardware manual testing  

cp2102…………………….. USB to UART driver  

C. Library Used 

Servo.h LiquidCrystal.h 

III. BACK PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES 

Vegetable images are convolved with Gabor filters followed 

by a separation of the real and imaginary portions of the 

signal. Absolute difference between the real and imaginary 

signals from the scalar feature value used for discrimination. 

Associated parameters like filter size, standard deviation, 

phase shift and orientation are varied to investigate which 

combination provides the best recognition accuracies. 

Classification is done by subtracting the test samples from the 

mean of the training set. Interest in digital image processing 

methods stems from two principal application areas: 

improvement of pictorial information for human 

interpretation; and processing of image data for storage, 

transmission, and representation for autonomous machine 

perception. This chapter has several objectives: (1) to define 

the scope of the field that we call image processing; (2) to 

give a historical perspective of the origins of this field; (3) to 

give an idea of the state of the art in image processing by 

examining some of the principal areas in which it is 

applied;(4) to discuss briefly the principal approaches used in 

digital image processing; (5) to give an overview of the 

components contained in a typical, general-purpose image 

processing system; and (6) to provide direction to the books 

and other literature where image processing work normally is 

reported. 

There are two types of training algorithm namely 

A. Supervised 

The target is available and the network determines the best 

set of weights by reducing the error between the output da-ta 

and the target.  

B. Unsupervised 

Only the input data set is given to the system, which then 

determines similar inputs without any previous knowledge. 

 
The saturation component is given by 

 
Intensity component is given by 

 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

Prior to presenting the experimental results, we mention the 

creation of the ground truth of the dataset. Depicts hand-

labeled bounding boxes (yellow) based on the color image 

and the NIR image. In the cyan color box missing from 

highlights the missing annotation of a sweet pepper in the 

NIR image due to its poor visibility; whereas it is more 

obvious to see the sweet pepper in the RGB image because of 

the reflection from the sweet pepper. This also happens the 

other way around. A fruit in the dark is difficult to see in the 
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RGB-based image, but can be identified easily in an NIR 

image. We thus merge these two ground truth sources using 

both RGB and NIR images by computing the pairwise 

A. Early and Late Fusion Performance Comparison 

Multi-modal visual sensing techniques are widely used in the 

agricultural field because they can often capture necessary 

signatures utilized for detection. We present the results of our 

proposed early and late fusion methods introduced. The 

specifications of the training and testing dataset are shown. 

 
Train (RGB + 

NIR) 

Test  (RGB 

+ NIR) 
Total 

CRF and 

Faster R-CNN 
100 (82%) 22 (18%) 122 

Table 2: No of images Used for Training and Testing for 

CRF and Faster R-CNN 

 
Fig 3: Training Section for Feature Extraction for Neural 

Network 

The marks indicate the point where precision and recall are 

identical, and F1 scores are computed at these points. F1 

scores of fused and single-stream networks. 

RGB Only NIR Only Early Fusion Late Fusion 

0.816 0.797 0.799 0.838 

Table 3: F1 scores of fused and single-stream networks 

B. Detection Performance Comparison with CRF & Faster 

R-CNN  

As previously mentioned vegetable detection performance 

evaluation is conducted between CRF and the fine-tuned 

Faster R-CNN. We use the same training and test settings as 

described in Table 4.1. The only difference is that the pixel-

annotated training set is utilized as the ground truth for CRF 

training, while bounding box annotations are used for Faster 

R-CNN. The ground truth for test images remains identical. 

We should note that the output from CRF is a pixel-level 

likelihood map representing how much the pixel belongs to a 

specific label. In order to have a fair comparison with the 

bounding box outputs of Faster R-CNN, we use CRF-based 

method to produce detected fruit regions (i.e., bounding 

boxes). 

 
Fig 4: Testing section for vegetable sample 

C. Inspection of RPN Performance 

High-quality region proposals significantly contribute to the 

performance of the object detection task. In this section, we 

present a study to evaluate proposal quality by demonstrating 

the detection rate versus a number of proposals being 

generated, as well as efficiency in terms of region proposal 

generating time 

 
Fig. 4:  

D. Spatial-Temporal Independent Condition Experiments 

There has been abundant interest in the computer vision and 

machine learning communities [33,38] to study the 

generalization of the learning algorithm, as it is one of the 

important tasks in object detection. A well-generalized model 

is expected to perform as well as the performance on the 

training dataset. Recently, it has turned out that training a 

deep learning model using the massive Image Net database 

generalizes well to other datasets. It considerably 

outperformed many hand-crafted feature representations. 

In this experiment, we introduce variations to the camera 

setup, time and locations of data acquisition. Three different 

cameras are used; a JAI multi-spectral camera, Kinect 2 

(RGB only) and a mobile phone camera. The time for data 

collection is day and night, and the sites are different 

commercial farms and grocery stores. For training, 100 sweet 
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pepper samples are collected at a commercial farm site, and 

109 rock melon images are gathered from a glass house. 

Experimental results are only demonstrated qualitatively. 

Firstly, Fig 4 shows sweet pepper detection results for a test 

image pair (registered RGB and NIR images) that were 

recorded with the same camera setup (JAI) at the same site at 

night-time, where the training dataset was collected. There 

are noticeable FN (missing) in the NIR test displays the 

results of images captured by a different camera (Kinect 2) at 

a different commercial farm sites during the day time. We can 

only conduct experiments over RGB images in this 

experiment, because it is a challenge to register RGB and NIR 

images obtained from a Kinect 2 due to differences in 

resolution and visual appearances. 

 
Fig. 5: Outputs from the RGB and NIR Networks 

Instances of detection performance using the same camera 

setup as the training dataset and the same location. Above 

each detection is the classification confidence output from the 

DCNN. (a,b) The outputs from the RGB and NIR networks, 

respectively. It can be seen that there are noticeable FN (miss) 

in the NIR image, and color and surface reflections play 

important roles in detection for this example. 

Sr 

No 

ANN Based 

Results 
Final Results 

1 1 
It shows that the given vegetable 

sample is of great quality 

2 2 
It shows that the given vegetable 

sample is of best quality. 

3 3 
It shows that the given vegetable 

sample is of medium quality. 

4 4 
It shows that the given vegetable 

sample is of poor quality. 

Table 4: Parameters of ANN Results 

 
Fig. 6: Interface for Proposed Work Grade Size 

E. Spatial-Temporal Independent Condition Experiments 

There has been abundant interest in the computer vision and 

machine teaching communities to study the generalization of 

the learning algorithm, as it is one of the important tasks in 

object detection. A well-generalized model is expected to 

perform as well as the performance on the training dataset. 

Recently, it has turned out that training a deep learning model 

using the massive Image Net database generalizes well to 

other datasets. It considerably outperformed many hand-

crafted feature representations. 

In this experiment, we introduce variations to the 

camera setup, time and locations of data acquisition. Three 

different cameras are used; a JAI multi-spectral camera, 

Kinect 2 (RGB only) and a mobile phone camera. The time 

for data collection is day and night, and the sites are different 

commercial farms and grocery stores. For training, 100 sweet 

pepper samples are collected at a commercial farm site, and 

109 rock melon images are gathered from a glass house. 

Experimental results are only demonstrated qualitatively. 

Deep convolutional neural network works well for 

the object detection task; we present some level of visual 

proofs that the neural networks can capture significant 

features discriminatively. It is the visualization of the first 

convolutional layer of the color VGG-16 network. This 

model is designed to use of 3 × 3 convolutional kernels 

(mask) and a 2 × 2 pooling mask from the beginning to the 

end of 13 convolutional nets. It can be observed that filters 

have reddish and greenish colors that correspond to red and 

green sweet peppers. Other filters represent edge filters in 

varying orientations the input data layer and one of feature 

maps from conv5 layer. 

 
Fig. 7: The 3 × 3 (pixels) Conv164 filters of the RGB 

network from VGG 

F. Different Vegetable Detection Results 

Prior to this section, we have presented only one fruit’s 

detection performance (i.e., sweet pepper). Detection results 

for several fruits can be easily obtained through a minor 

modification of our proposed system; (1) creating a new fruit 

training dataset (i.e., bounding box annotation for each fruit); 

(2) performing fine-tuning and deploying the trained model 

to the new test set. For the steps above, we provide 

supplementary documents [6]. Note that we trained the 

network as a one versus rest manner in these experiments. 

This means that there are only two classes (e.g., ‘background’ 

and ‘fruit1’). This is acceptable in real applications, because 

usually, one fruit is cultivated at a one farm site in practice 

due to economic reasons, such as fertilization, irrigation and 

the prevention of harmful diseases and insects. 
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Name of 

Fruits 

Train (# 

Images), 80% 

Test (# 

Images), 20% 

Total, 

100% 

Green pea 100 22 122 

Ladies finger 109 26 135 

Capsicum 51 13 64 

Tomato 43 11 54 

Cucumber 136 34 170 

Carrot 45 12 57 

Table 4: Number of Images Used For Training and Testing 

For Different Fruits 

There are five fruits in total in the scene; three sweet 

peppers and two rock melons; and TP = 4 (hit), FP = 3 (false 

detection) and FN = 1 (miss). In this example, precision is 

0.57 with a 0.8 recall rate with a score threshold of 0.8. Note 

that all FP have relatively low scores (i.e., lower than 0.85), 

whereas fruits being detected are all above 0.9. If the score 

threshold is set to 0.85, then precision will be 1.0 with a 0.8 

recall rate. This score threshold should be properly adjusted 

depending on the circumstances and applications. Detection 

result when two fruits are present in the scene. Two images 

are manually cropped, stitched and then fed to the RGB 

network. 

Prior to presenting the experimental results, we 

mention the creation of the ground truth of the dataset. 

Depicts hand-labeled bounding boxes (yellow) based on the 

color image and the NIR image. In the cyan color box missing 

from highlights the missing annotation of a sweet pepper in 

the NIR image due to its poor visibility; whereas it is more 

obvious to see the sweet pepper in the RGB image because of 

the reflection from the sweet pepper. This also happens the 

other way around. A fruit in the dark is difficult to see in the 

RGB-based image, but can be identified easily in an NIR 

image. We thus merge these two ground truth sources using 

both RGB and NIR images by computing the pairwise 

Intersection of Union (IoU) of bounding boxes. The 

remainder of this article refers the merged ground truth as 

merged GT, and the other two ground truths are referred to as 

RGB GT and NIR GT based on the image sources used for 

making the ground truth. 

Results utilize the precision-recall curve with the 

corresponding F1 score as the evaluation metric for fruit 

detection. It is considered as detected if the IoU between the 

prediction and ground truth bounding boxes is greater than 

0.4. It is worth noting that we choose this threshold as smaller 

than the Image Net challenge (0.5) due to the relatively small 

fruit size with respect to the image resolution. Although the 

threshold affects the performance evaluations (the smaller the 

threshold is, the higher the F1 score produced), we 

consistently use the identical threshold for all experiments 

and comparisons presented in this paper. 

V. CONCLUSION 

It is noticeable that there are several FN, false negatives 

(miss), in Figure 4.10. The cause can be from two 

possibilities: the small set of training images; and the scales 

of fruits in the testing images can be considerably different. 

We perform a supervised machine learning task that trains a 

model of the object of interest. A deep neural network can 

reasonably handle some variations in scales due to its deep 

convolutional layers. More specifically, the VGG net consist 

of 13 convolutional operations (3 × 3 kernels), five max 

pooling layers (2 × 2 kernels) and three fully-connected 

operations. However, if an object size in a testing image is 

significantly less than that of a training set, it misses the 

detection. Empirically, we have witnessed that the proposed 

detector can handle around 50% scaled-down object 

detection. 
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